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WLS is a full-service, independent telematics and data 
processing consultancy and so ware house with 
o ces in the UK and Ukraine.

WWith a full-stack in-house soware development team, 
WLS is whatever you want it to be. If you want to use WLS 
to peorm basic vehicle tracking, it can do it reliably and 
cost eectively; if you want to use WLS to implement 
business critical management repo ing on eet 
peormance and utilisation, it can deliver customised 
and business specic management repo ing; if you want 
WLS WLS to provide in-eld tools to inform or protect a
mobile workforce, it can provide, customise, and build 
native iOS and Android Apps. to deliver a streamlined 
cloud based e cient workow.

An existing WLS reseller received an enquiry to supply Lone 
Worker tracking for more than 900 personal involved in leak 
detection, not only did the water authority need Lone Worker 
panic, and at-risk monitoring, they wanted to measure 
distances walked and driven by their leak detection team.

CHALLENGE

Case Studies

We work with some of the world’s biggest companies and 
organisations. 

Here is a practical example of how one of WLS’ own branded 
resellers leveraged WLS’ in-house team to meet the needs of one 
of the UK’s largest water companies.
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Rather than deploying specic hardware with data SIMs for their 
sta to wear, the water authority wanted to leverage existing 
sma  phones used by their sta. Let down by the incumbent 
supplier in terms of under-delivery on iOS, leaving 10% of their 
workforce unprotected and unmonitored, they were keen to work 
with a company that could supply iOS development resource as 
well . The challenge with iOS, over Android, is the requirement for 
the the user to manually press the screen to allow third pay apps to 
make calls and send SMSs, as such WLS built VoIP and SMS into 
the App., allowing situations in which operators are unable to get to 
their phones, to raise the alarm, connecting calls, and sending 
SMS without the user’s involvement.

SOLUTION

The Lone Worker solution, build for iOS and Android, allows 100% of 
the team to be monitored, and raise the call for help when 
needed. As many sta use the phones out of work, users can 
easily change the se ing private, with even WLS sta unable to 
see their location unless they press the panic buon. All journeys, 
walked, and driven are recorded, and the lone worker’s position 
updated at 60s intervals (remotely congurable), all viewable 
insidinside a very easy to use web application.
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